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Maple bowl by Cathy Friesen.  12” x 3”.  Pyrogra-
phy outlines and texturing.  Base coloured with 
India ink topped with dry-brushed acrylic paint.  

• Next Monthly Meeting:  
Thursday August 26th, 2021 
at 6:30 PM, - ZOOM Meeting  

• Main Program:  
Member Virtual Show Crawls 

• President’s Challenge: 
August - “Recycled” - Provide 
before and after photos. 
September - Embellished 
Platter 
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Steve 

Similar to what I wrote last month, with the great 
weather, vacations and cottage weekends, not 
much has been happening in my workshop.  Well, 
that’s not exactly true.  I did spend about 8 or 9 
evenings and an entire weekend cleaning my 540 
sq. ft. shop in preparation for this month’s Virtual 
Shop Crawl.  My shop was in pretty bad shape.  I 
removed 4 full garbage cans of sawdust and shav-
ings just from the floors and benchtops! 

My initial plan was to just make it look somewhat 
clean and organized for the video walk-through, 
but it quickly devolved into a deep clean behind 
and under machines and benches.  Everything 
that could be moved by myself was moved for 
cleaning under and behind.  I went through all the 
cabinets and tool chests, putting things back into 
their assigned homes.  I found new homes for 
things I had acquired but did not yet have an as-
signed home.  I vacuumed all the cobwebs that 
had accumulated around the light fixtures and 
other objects attached to the ceiling.  Lot and lots 
of cobwebs.  Does sawdust attract cobwebs or do 
cobwebs become more visible because of the 
sawdust clinging to them? 

It’s amazing the things you find when you do a 
thorough, deep clean!  My fleet of tape measure 
grew from 4 to 14.  I filled an empty soup can with 
pencils.  I found tools and hardware that I had for-
gotten I’d lost or didn’t know I’d lost.  While dig-
ging through the backs of drawers and cupboards 
I rediscovered tools and hardware that I had for-
gotten that I even owned!  What started out as a 
daunting, unpleasant task I had been dreading 
and putting off turned into an exciting adventure! 

I must be honest, though.  All that cleaning and 
organizing shouldn’t have taken anywhere near 
the amount of time I spent on it.  In fact, it didn’t.  
My best guess is that only about 40% of the time 
was actually spent cleaning and organizing.  I esti-
mate about 10% of the time was spent in my shop 
armchair with a beverage plotting and scheming 

next steps (aka procrastinating) and about 50% 
playing with interesting stuff I had found along 
the way.  I’m sure you know how that goes. 

After the task was completed to my satisfaction (a 
low bar to meet) I grabbed my phone and record-
ed my shop tour.  Immediately afterward I started 
working on my President’s Challenge project and 
an hour or so later the floor around, under and 
behind my lathe is covered in shavings and vari-
ous tools are scattered around.   (sigh) 

September is the start of a new GVWG season 
which is also membership renewal time.  Remind-
ers and details on how to renew online will be 
forthcoming.  To kick off our new season, our Sep-
tember meeting will feature a remote demonstra-
tion by Robert Ferrer on “Wall Sculptures Made 
Easy”. 

Stay safe and keep turning, 

 

 

President’s Challenge: 

• August - “Recycled” - Provide before and after 
photos. 

• September - Embellished Platter 
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I’d like to extend a huge Thank You to all that con-
tributed articles to this month’s newsletter.  This 
month we see a return of our monthly Guild Mem-
ber Profiles with a feature on Ed Pretty.  A big 
thank you to Steve Hansen for taking on the task of 
wrangling a different member to profile each 
month. 

Sheila continues her wonderful monthly series of 
articles chronicling her journey as a new turner. 

Bruce Campbell has done his usual outstanding job 
of documenting the monthly Tech Talk discussion 
as well as documenting last month’s remote 
demonstration by Ted Muir. 

I know I mention it every month but, I would love 
to see more articles submitted by guild members 
on any turning related topic you’d like to write 
about.   

Steve 

Tech Talk is held on the Monday evening following 
the Guild ZOOM session.  The credentials for the 
session are sent to all registered Guild members 
and all are encouraged to participate in the free-
flowing discussion centered on technical aspects of 
woodturning.  

Errata from Last Month 
I try to keep an accurate record of our discussions 
but often fail but rarely this badly.  Last month I 
misplaced some interesting information from Steve 
H. so let us begin there. 

Hollowing tool sharpener 
Steve H. showed how he sharpens hollowing tools 
that employ brazed or glued in cutters. He made a 
jig which clamps the shank of the tool to a small 
base which holds it firmly and consistently in place.  
The jig is then easily maneuvered on the grinder 
platform to sharpen and shape the cutter. His jig is 
made from a 4-inch square, t-slot, extruded alumi-
num plate, which allows for easy affixing of a small 
bolt, a clamping bar, and a tightening knob. During 
the discussion an inquiring mind asked why not for-
go the jig and place the tool shank directly on the 

grinder platform. The reason he doesn’t like to do 
this, is that the tool shank sometimes wants to roll 
a little bit your hand and therefor mess up the 
edge.  

Wrap-around Grinding Platform 
He modified a Oneway Wolverine platform so that 
it wraps around the grinder wheel  by 1 inch. This 

(Continued on page 5) 

Sharpening Jig 
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allows the sharpening jig (or if you prefer to sharp-
en without a jig) sufficient surface to be able to 
reach the wings of your cutter and still have the jig 
engaged on the platform. 

Grinder Angle Jig 
He also converted an unused grinder tool rest into 
an angle setting jig to set the platform/grinding an-
gle.  

As a side note, for this sharpening setup he em-
ploys a rubber abrasive wheel. You can get them at 
https://www.cratex.com/Products/Rubberized-
Abrasives/Large-Wheels/Large-Wheels  Safety 
note: you must run this type of wheel, along with 
honing wheels, in REVERSE so that the sharp edge 
does not catch and cause a catastrophic accident. 

Hollowing Tool Sharpening Jig  Upgrade 
Since last month Steve upgraded his grinding jig 
(above) with a more robust clamping mechanism.  

Hollowing Vacuum chip catcher 

Steve H likes to do hollow forms and chip removal 
is always a challenge so he rigged up a combination 
of his vacuum cleaner and compressed air to catch 
the chips as they are blown out of the vessel. He 
says it is important to balance the suction power of 
the vacuum to the pressure of the compressed air.  

(Continued from page 4) 

(Continued on page 6) 

Modified Table 

Modified Sharpening Jig 

Sharpening Jig in use 

Angle Setting Jig 

https://www.cratex.com/Products/Rubberized-Abrasives/Large-Wheels/Large-Wheels
https://www.cratex.com/Products/Rubberized-Abrasives/Large-Wheels/Large-Wheels
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Too much and it over powers the vacuum with 
chips all over the shop and too little does not blow 
out the chips.  This is done with a simple in-line 
regulator. 

Upgrade on Peel Tek trial 
Last month Brian did a trial of PEEL TEK, a glue-like 
solution developed for painters to use as paint 

masking.  Brian wanted to test it for masking in air 
brushing, decorative colouring, or sandblasting.  He 
ordered it from Amazon.ca ($73/qt).  

To test it, he applied the mixture to a piece of 
sanded oak using a masking template and waited 
for about 2 hours for it to dry.  Then he sandblast-
ed it and peeled off the masking with a dental pick.  
He reports that when using quite aggressive grit in 
the sand blaster the PEEL TEK coating held up well. 

There was some discussion as to whether it could 
be thinned with water but Brian was unsure.  It 
looks like more tests are in his future but the first 
tests are encouraging.  

(Continued from page 5) 

(Continued on page 7) 

Suck/Blow Device 
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Work Piece Holding 
Chris was asked to do a commission as a retire-
ment gift for one of his fellow employees.  It was a 
complex shape that he turned and then cut in half 
on the bandsaw but then needed to mount a clock 
in the flat surface and, of course, it needed to be 
turned to just the right diameter. 

To hold this piece Chris used a novel adaptation of 
a donut chuck.  First he mounted a disc of plywood 
on a faceplate and then added a second disc with a 
hole in the center and separated by two vertical 
boards.  These two boards made a “V” shape that 
nicely match the outside shape of his piece.  

He was then able to press the piece into the “V” 
and wedge it in place from the open end making it 

possible to work on the flat surface. 

Nice DIY jig, Chris. Well worth keeping in mind for 
our own “odd” pieces. 

Random orbit sander update 
In June we discussed using an air-powered random 
orbital sander modified to take DIY quick connect 

(Continued from page 6) 

(Continued on page 8) 
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sanding pads.  Steve F. decided to try buying the 
very one pictured in the June Tech Talk.  He reports 
that it does actually work and it includes an extra 
pad and a wrench to exchange pads.  However, 
there is no way to lock the spindle in order get the 
pad off.  Also, the air nipple is a non-standard size 
so Steve had to swap it out before he could test 
the unit. 

The end result is that unit is not even worth the 
low price it cost and Steve will be returning it. 

I recall an interesting comment make by Graham 
Prittle when he was teaching here.  He said if you 
are buying a tool for infrequent use then maybe try 
buying a cheap one.  If it is going to be used regu-
larly then buy a good one. 

More humorously, Allain Milland (again on a visit 
to us) quipped, “I am not rich enough to buy cheap 
tools.” 

Shiny coat on top of polymerized tung oil 
Gary B has been experimenting with using pol-
ymerized  tung oil while sanding.  He likes how the 
slurry form the sanding fills small crack and open 
pores in the wood.  However, he prefers a shiny 
finish and wonders if he can apply a wipe-on polyu-
rethane over the tung oil. 

The general opinion is that this should be possible 
provided the polyurethane is not water-based.  
There may be a problem with the polyurethane 
adhering to the cured tung oil and the only way to 
know that for sure is through experimentation. 

He also would like to do this over liming wax but 
here there may well be a problem.  Liming wax 
never really hardens and can be removed with sol-
vents similar to what is in polyurethane.  The 
chances are very good that applying the poly over 
the liming wax would cause the wax to run or be 
wiped off completely. 

There is quite a lot of information about compati-
bility of finishes that can be found in the wood-
working world.  I entered “compatibility of wood 
finishes” into google and got over 2 million refer-
ences and had to pull myself back from an Web-
nato of information so between experimentation 
and research lots of answers/suggestions can be 
had. 

Chroma-gilt  
Lastly, Art reported that he has been experi-
menting with Chroma-gilt.  This is similar to rub-
and-buff but it does dry.  It is only sold by the mak-
er, Chroma-Craft.com but if there is sufficient inter-
est perhaps the club could do a bulk order. For 
more information go to  

https://www.chroma-craft.com/product/935/
chroma-gilt#variantList  

If you are interested in being part of a bulk order 
contact me (bvcampbell@telus.net) or Art Liest-
man. 

Thanks to all that took part in the July Tech Talk 

and for making it a fun and informative session. I 

hope to see you next time – 7:00PM Monday Au-

gust 30, 2021. 

(Continued from page 7) 

7pm on the Monday after each monthly guild meeting 

Bring your problems - Show off a new tool or invention - Share 
your knowledge 

Watch your email for the Zoom link! 

https://www.chroma-craft.com/product/935/chroma-gilt#variantList
https://www.chroma-craft.com/product/935/chroma-gilt#variantList
mailto:bvcampbell@telus.net
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Maple bowl by Cathy Friesen.  12” x 3”.   

I was pleasantly surprised with the shape and 
beautiful figure that appeared in the bowl after 
turning.  Consequently, it sat on a shelf, unfinished 
for a year, while I considered how I would finish it.  
I wanted the rim to act as a frame to draw your eye 
into the center of the bowl. 

As with most of my projects to date, the final prod-
uct only vaguely resembled my original vision. 

I started by calculating the size of the ‘bricks’ so 
that each one was exactly the same size and I 
wouldn’t have one brick smaller than the rest just 
to make things fit.  (This would have been done 
much simpler if I had decided what I was doing 
while the bowl was still on the lathe and I could use 
an indexing tool.) I pencilled in each ‘brick’ and 

burned each brick shape.  I then painted on black 
India ink but wasn’t happy with result… too plain. 

So I decided to stipple each brick to make it look 
like a real masonry brick.  Burning over India ink 
really stinks!  I do not recommend it.  Burn first, 
paint after.  Alas, I was still not happy with the re-
sult. 

I had taken a coarse on wood texturing with Art 
Liestman and thought that the dry brush technique 
I learned with a splash of colour might be the tick-
et.  I used one more base coat of black India Ink 
and then graduated the colour into a turquoise 
blue using acrylic paints. 

Finally, I had a bowl I was happy to share with my 
nephew and his wife for their new home. 
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Ted Miur is a wood carver from Winnipeg who dis-
covered the local community of woodturners to be 
friendly and welcoming so he joined one.  He has 
since joined two other clubs as well and when 
speaking of the community he finds in woodturn-
ing clubs, he says, “The magic of woodturners is 
remarkable.”  While he does not turn himself he 
has contributed his knowledge and experience in 
photography to his clubs. 

Ted notes that almost all shows and galleries ask 
for on-line submissions and pictures.  Regardless of 
the quality of your work, the quality of the photo-
graphs you submit is a huge determining factor as 
to whether your work is accepted.  He has devel-
oped a fairly straight forward process for taking 
“good” pictures. 

Ted likens lighting in photography to sharp tools in 
woodturning.  Without sharp tools it is hard to get 
a good cut and without good lighting it is hard to 
get good images. 

Ted’s setup is reasonably simple.  He has a light 
diffuser box mounted over a bench that is draped 
in a neutral white backdrop that he purchased at a 
fabric store.  His lights use “daylight” LED bulbs rat-
ed at 5000K and he has be ability to control each of 
five bulbs independently. 

In addition, Ted has several cardboard panels used 
for either blocking out light or reflecting it.  One 
large one is mounted to the bottom of his diffuser 
and can be moved to cover more or less of the 
opening.  This results in a gradation of shadow be-
ing cast on the drape.  The smaller panels can be 
placed near the object being photographed to add 
shadow (black panel) or subtly light specific areas 
(light/white/reflective panels).  Two of these reflec-
tors can be seen in the setup images above. He al-
so has a few lights on stands that can be moved 
around to add fill-in lighting if necessary and he 
suggest that any other lights in the area should be 
either dim or far away. 

One final piece of equipment he recommends is a 
sturdy tripod to hold your camera.  Even in the 
best of conditions, you many want your shutter 
speed to be more than ¼ to ½ a second.  Hand 
holding a camera for that long will almost always 
result in blurry images. 

Ted emphasises that images without shadows are 
flat and uninteresting but placing shadows must be 
deliberate and done to enhance the image and give 
a photograph depth.  The shadows he is speaking 
of are not the dark, sharp ones that objects cast on 
a sunny day.  Rather, they are softer wash-like 

(Continued on page 11) Shadows and Reflectors 

General Setup 
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pools around the piece.  Similarly, spots of more 
intense light can add interest to a piece.  For exam-
ple, one or two brighter points on an object can tell 
the viewer that the piece has a hard, shiny surface. 

Camera technology has evolved a great deal in the 
last decade.  The cameras in cell phones now rival 
high-end SLR cameras.  However, SLRs still offer 
more control, especially over depth-of-field which 
is really important when photographing 3D objects.   

Having some areas of an object in focus and other 
blurry can be appealing but more often we would 
like most or all of our object to be in focus from the 
area closest to the camera to the areas farthest 
away.  However, this situation is difficult to 
achieve.  It is a balance of how small the iris of the 
camera can be made (F-stop), how much light 
there is (lumens), the sensitivity of the camera’s 
photoelectric cell (ISO), and how long the iris of the 
camera is held open (shutter speed) .  Many newer 
cameras have excellent technology for doing this 
automatically but still also offer a “manual” setting 
that gives you control of all of these elements.  Just 
as with woodturning, the best way to get good at 
balancing all these elements is to practice.   

One big advantage of digital photography is that 
you can see the results of you effort instantly and, 
when a photograph is not what you want it is easy 
to delete. 

Ted recommends that we “shoot in RAW” format.  
RAW is a file that captures the data from the cam-
era without compression, encryption or image pro-

cessing.  These files are often very large and are 
usually specific to the brand of camera you are us-
ing.  So, a RAW file from Nikon may differ from one 
from Canon.  But, they have the advantage of be-
ing exactly what the camera “saw”. 

RAW files are usually saved as “original” content 
and then a copy is converted to TIFF (Tag Image 
File Format).  TIFF files are also very large but are 
standard across many industries and technologies.  
They can be post-processed by many software 
packages such a Photoshop, GIMP, and others and 
are widely used in publishing. 

Eventually, you will want to have your image 
stored in a “compressed” format for emailing, or 
uploading to sites like Facebook or Instagram.  
JPEG (Joint Photographic Experts Group) is one of 
the most widely used and is the most common for-
mat for submitting your pictures.  However, if 
someone wants to use your image in print, they 
may ask for a TIFF version of the image to get 
better resolution. 

In summary, point-and-shoot cameras like cell 
phones and tablets can give you excellent images 
but may not give you sufficient control to get spec-
tacular images of your work.  If you want to enter 
your work in juried shows you will be much more 
successful if you have high-quality images. 

Finally, if you are not interested in doing your own 
photography consider hiring a professional. It may 
cost you a few dollars (or an interesting barter) but 
you can get some excellent images in return. 

(Continued from page 10) 
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Perhaps you have heard me mention it before, but I’m 
LOVING the online box classes being taught by Cindy 
Drozda.  Not only has there been the live demos, but 
Cindy also hosts Show & Share sessions as a follow up. 
This has become a forum where turners from all around 
gather and share their stories, ask questions, and give 
inspirations.  Cindy is having so much fun doing these 
that she is hosting another on September 1st to demon-
strate possibilities for making mushroom boxes; perhaps 
I’ll see you there.  Plus, once a month she intends to 
continue with sending out links to host the sharing ses-
sions.  It is so interesting to hear how she too is learning 
and receiving inspiration from others as the community 
continues to engage. 

During today’s Show & Share, Worth from Trinity River 
Woodturners, according to his t-shirt, shared his process 
to restore a red rocking chair that is 120 years old.  
(Does GVWG have a t-shirt one can wear at turning 
events?)  The rocker had a split front leg and missing 
back spindle necessary for support.  He shared inter-
esting glue challenges as well as his success to replicate 
the parts, and Worth is hoping this cute red rocking chair 
will last another century.  David Drickhammer intro-
duced some 3D printed angle finders he had made for 
setting his grinder platforms (I would like to figure out 
how to make some of these!).  Cindy Navarro’s beautiful 
boxes emphasized attention to details, time, and pa-
tience between multiple coats to achieve spectacular 
finishes. (I just may be on the right track paying lots of 
attention to sanding).  These Saturday follow up sessions 
are free to anyone on her newsletter list.  I’m so inspired 
by her dedication to advance the skills of woodturners 
and sharing what she has learned along the way.   

Glad I had the lathe booked the same afternoon as I was 
so energized and bursting with inspirations and ideas.  
But in the end, my own afternoon turning session was 
less inspirational as I started with a warm-up and made a 
simple honey dipper.  I gave it to the member who had 
created a pile of off cuts which I salvaged from the table 
saw bin.  Once again, I appreciate that the tool rest that 
Larry made is the perfect size for the small stuff I turn. 
And yes, the spindle gouge with the 45deg is so much 
grabbier, why? How do I adjust?  I realized that changing 
all those angles while sharpening means I need more 
practice to re-learn my tools.  Then, while turning the 
boxwood sticks, I discovered the finish off the spindle 

roughing gouge was so awesome that using sandpaper 
less than 320 grit simply ruined it, in fact, it was way nic-
er without any sanding at all. So much for the implemen-
tation of grand ideas.  But I did happily spend a few 
more hours on the basics, making chips. 

Then Sunday morning on the Woodturners Worldwide 
Instagram, this question was asked: “…what are you do-
ing to inspire the next generation?”  

Is this another reason to keenly look forward to the 
GVWG’s virtual shop crawl, with its opportunities for 
ideas and inspirations? Might there be insights for de-
signing a portable workspace that can be taken on the 
road? One with a lathe, tools, a few supplies, and a tent 
to extend the workspace and be outside? Would such a 
set up allow others to also take a spin? Perhaps it would 
give me opportunities for turning and teaching at 
schools, festivals, and events, or even on the streets of 
the lower mainland within urban settings too. There are 
simply so many possibilities to explore. 

How about you?  Where do you go for your inspirations?   

How do you pass on the love, interest, and skills? 
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Tell us about your background – how did you 
get into woodturning? 
I first started turning in 1958 when I was nine. My 
uncle gave me a used Beaver lathe for my birthday 
(maybe my dad bought it and he delivered it) and 
my dad started to teach me how to turn between 
centers. He was an amazing turner and a natural 
teacher. I still have – and use – the mallet he made 
to show me the basics. To this day I try occasionally 
– unsuccessfully – to make a planing cut using a 
bench chisel without the tool rest, as he did that 
day. I decided I could make a pile of money turning 
file handles but once my customers stopped hu-
mouring me I was out of business. I still have NOS 
(new old stock) handles in my shop from that time. 
My oldest functioning turning is a handle I made 
for my mom’s slotted spoon, and it still gets used 
regularly. Although there was a short lull in my 
twenties, I’ve been turning wood almost as long as 
I can remember. In the late ‘80’s I discovered bowl 
turning so was one of about 10 people who formed 

the Fraser Valley Woodturners Guild in 1988. I’m 
still trying to figure out a way to make a decent 
buck at it. 

Tell us about your workshop/ studio. 
My shop is a shop. There is no illusion that it is a 
studio. I built it in about 1990 with the help of John 
Bese doing the foundation (for those of you who 
knew John). It’s two stories and looks like a barn. 
My intention was to keep “stuff” off of the main 
floor and at that, I am somewhat successful. It’s 
kind of half metalwork/automotive and half wood-
working. It’s 1000 square feet on each floor and of 
course it’s not big enough. Shops never are. It is, 
nevertheless, more than adequate and I feel ex-
tremely lucky to have it. I spend at least some time 
in it every day and I’m sure when I’m in my twilight 
years I’ll still go out there and putter away. I can’t 
imagine not conjuring up and making something 
that I need. 

What tools do you most like using on your 
lathe? 
I have no preference in tools, however, I relish the 
opportunities that I get to use some of the very 
large (huge) turning tools that belonged to my 
grandfather. I have a ½” carbon steel skew that I 
used as a kid that still has one very special job 
when spindle turning that requires a small, razor-

(Continued on page 14) 
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sharp edge. 

What is your favorite wood? 
My favourite woods is whatever I need for the job. 
Of course, I turn maple in abundance, both straight 
and figured, but I like alder for simple utilitarian 
handles and such because it machines so nicely. On 
rare occasions, for very special pieces, I take the 
opportunity to turn ebony and especially African 
blackwood. They are the kings of turning woods 
because they turn so beautifully and look so great 
when finished, but I’m generally not comfortable 
turning exotics that are endangered. Why? We 
have so much awesome wood right here. 

What finishes do you prefer using? 
A long time ago I got tired of trying this finish and 
that finish because they looked great on someone 
else’s pieces – and failing. I dumped everything and 
learned to use one finish at a time the same way 
you learn to use a tool. I settled on WOP (Minwax 
only) and Modified Tung (Mohawk only). I tried lac-
quer but gave up because I can’t reliably control 
the humidity in my shop. I use rattle can lacquer 
occasionally only for lime waxed pieces. Recently 
I’ve taken a liking to Osmo products. I’ve found I 
can use them like Tung oil and they look really 
good using only two coats.  

Do you ever incorporate other materials into 
your pieces? 
I make a lot of handles and some require ferrules, 

so I have a box of copper, brass, and steel pipe and 
fittings, but I don’t think that was the intent of the 
question. A number of years ago I made a success-
ful series of large (14” – 16” dia.) candles that had 
feet, wide rims and a recurved bowl for three tea 
lights. The three tea light holders floated in black 
aquarium rock. I did an oriental calligraphy brush 
holder that incorporated a turned soapstone ink 
well and that was successful. So successful that it’s 
in our “That’s Not Leaving The House” collection. 
I’m a bit wary of incorporating another medium 
because it’s really easy to get it wrong, but when 
you get it right it looks great. It needs to make 
sense, not just added “because you can”. 

What other types of woodworking or pursuits 
do you have? 
If I need stuff I make it but in general I’ve become 

(Continued from page 13) 

(Continued on page 15) 
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“not fond” of flatwork. I did a presentation case 
recently that required table saw, cut off saw, and 
router work. I spent more time setting machines up 
to make cuts than I did cutting.  

My other passion is motorcycle touring. My wife 
and I have ridden to Cape Spear in Newfoundland; 
a thousand miles closer to Ireland than home. 
We’ve ridden to within spitting distance of the Arc-
tic Circle, across the southern US to North Carolina 
and countless rides across the prairies and the 
“Great Plains” in the US. I started riding motorcy-
cles about four years after I started turning so rid-
ing is a close second. 

What inspires you – where do you get your 
ideas from? 
My work these days is mostly production work, so 
getting paid inspires me. I’m kidding, of course, be-
cause I just like turning wood. Getting paid is a bo-
nus. My inspiration in this case is challenging my-
self to make this cut better than the last cut. As far 
as artistic work, I have a few ideas rambling around 
in my head that I get mostly from seeing other 
forms and/or textures, not necessarily in wood. My 
gallery work used to all be coloured but I’ve run my 
course on that. Not that I will never colour wood 
again, I’m just not driven to do that.  

Who has been the greatest influence on your 
work? 
My dad, hands down. He literally turned by feel, 
only occasionally using a caliper or rule. I aspire to 

be like that. 

Where do you usually display and/or sell your 
work? 
Presently I don’t have work in a gallery although I 
am still a member of Circle Craft and could present 
in the Audain Gallery in Whistler if I made any-
thing. I really miss The Wood Coop. They were the 
first gallery to accept me and I was proud of that.  I 
turn a lot of pieces for Steve Smith, who is a First 
Nation artist. His work is presented in the 
Steinbrueck Gallery in Seattle. He considers our 
work collaborations (as do I) so as a silent partner I 
have work there as well. 

What is the most challenging piece that you 
have made so far? 

Most challenging? “Solitaire”, without question. 
She’s a female form about 44” tall turned out of 
old growth yellow cedar. Turned multi axis, I 
turned her 20 times in half size to get the propor-

(Continued from page 14) 

(Continued on page 16) 
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tions the way I wanted them. I worked for almost 
six months to get her right. After the practice piec-
es I would work on her but stop the instant I got 
tired or frustrated. There are between 250 and 300 
years of wood represented in that piece and to 
screw up would have been devastating to me.  

What is your favourite project to date? 
That’s a tough question because I even like the pro-
duction pieces that I make. Artistically, two of the 
pieces in our “That’s Not Leaving The House” col-
lection are my choices so I suppose those are my 
favourites: Lau Chuang (the oriental brush rest) 
and Bee Tea (a hollow form tea pot). In a utilitarian 

sense, I feel a tremendous amount of satisfaction 
in completing large or complicated jobs so in a 
way, some of those are my favourites. Come to 
think of it, the Kaslo City Hall is a National Heritage 
site and I did the spindle and newel posts for the 
widow’s walk (roof ornamentation) and I’m pretty 
stoked about that. 

Where do you see your work going in the 
future? 
I have no particular goals at the moment. At one 
time my goal was to get my work into a gallery and 
that sustained me for a long time. Now, I see a lot 
of shavings on the floor and a lot of round (or not) 
pieces on the lathe in my future. As I said, I just like 

turning and the more I can do of that the happier I 
am. I guess there’s the “still trying to make a de-
cent buck at woodturning”, but that’s kind of low 
on the horizon. For some reason turning simple 
bowls has started to turn my crank. Ya… turning. I 
just want to turn stuff. 

Are there any new techniques you would like 
to try? 
I’m reticent to tackle a technique just because I 
haven’t done it before. Heaven knows there are 
lots of things that look really cool. I’ve got a few 
bucks sitting on shelves and on hooks as a result of 
past urges to try a technique. I decided a long time 
ago to stay at doing what I do as well as I possibly 
can rather than ten things badly. But you never 
know… 

Where do you think you most need to 
improve? 
Easy answer: tool control. I can’t imagine that I will 
ever have that down pat. If I could turn stuff with 
my eyes closed – literally – the way my dad could, 
I’d be confident that I had a lock on it. He was the 
“Tommy” of woodturning. 

(Continued from page 15) 
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Cathy Friesen - Dogwood Bowl 

• Pink Dogwood flowers painted in 
India ink and acrylic paint.   

• Finish is WOP. 

Cathy Friesen - Box Elder Bowl 

• Medallion in the middle hand drawn, 
pyrography with copper leaf and acrylic 
paint.   

• Medallion is only 1.75 inches wide so the 
gilding was very finicky.  
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Cathy Friesen - Maple Bowl 

• 12” x 3” 

• Pyrography outlines and texturing.   

• Base coloured with India ink topped with 
dry-brushed acrylic paint.  
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Steve Hansen  - “Free Birdseed” 

• Repurposed Japanese fishing float 

• Turned on lathe to remove protuber-
ances. 

• Road Runner - Steve & Alana Hansen 
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Alan Cusworth - Laburnum 
Podlets 

• 2.5” diameter, 6” tall 

• Unsanded 

• Finished with Watco Danish 
Oil 

Steve Fairbairn  - "Almost a Pair of Podlets” 

• Freshly cut Holly branch 

• 2nd one didn't survive. 

• Survivor is 3" x 5.5" 

• Resisted bending even after overnight in water and being 
nuked 3 times with weight on the stem. 
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Steve Hansen  - “Siamese Podlets” 

• Turned using a shop-made Ice 
Chuck 
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Brian Lunt - Pestilent Podlets 

• Definition of pestilent: 

1. Destructive of life: DEADLY - 
One almost caught fire 

2. Injuring or endangering socie-
ty: PERNICIOUS - One blew up 
on me AND HIT MY SHIELD. 
Scared the pith out of me. 

3. Causing displeasure or annoy-
ance: FRUSTRATINGLY READY 
TO DESINTIGRATE AT ANY MO-
MENT 

4. Infectious, contagious: I made 
3 in a row 

Theo Vriezen - My Podlets 
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Michael Moult - Evolution of Podlets 
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Larry Stevenson - Podlet 

• Ginko 

• 9.5” x 4” 

• Couldn't bent as there was a knot in the 
stem  

• It cracked, so it needed some TLC.  Glued 
it and I will steam bend it later 

Larry Stevenson - Podlet 

• Ginko 

• 10.5” x 4” 

• There is a bend but I want to increase 
this by steam bending.   

Larry Stevenson - Podlet 

• Ginko 

• 11.5” x 4” (eventually) 

• There was a knot in the stem and I was parting it 
off when it let go.  

• My plans are to glue it back together when it is dry 
and finish it off.  
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 Always wear safety goggles or safety 
glasses that include side protectors. 
Use a full face shield for bowl, vessel, or 
any turning involving chucks and face-
plates. 

 Use a combination of dust mask, air fil-
tration helmet, proper ventilation, and/
or dust collection system as appropri-
ate. Fine particles from a grinder and 
wood dust are harmful to your respira-
tory system.  

 Wear hearing protection during extend-
ed periods of turning. 

 Turn the lathe off before adjusting the 
tool rest or tool rest base, i.e., banjo. 

 Always remove chuck keys, adjusting 
wrenches, and knockout bars immedi-
ately after use.   Never leave them in 
place, even for a moment. 

 Tie back long hair and avoid loose 
clothing, jewelry, or any dangling ob-
jects that may catch on rotating parts 
or accessories. 

 When using a faceplate, be certain the 
workpiece is solidly mounted with stout 
screws (#10 or #12 sheet metal screws 
as a minimum). Do not use dry wall or 
deck screws.  

 When turning between centres, be cer-
tain the workpiece is firmly mounted 
between the headstock driving centre 
and tailstock centre. 

 Ensure the belt guard or cover is in 
place. 

 Check that all locking devices on the 
tailstock and tool rest assembly (rest 
and base) are tight before operating the 
lathe. 

 Ensure the blank is securely fastened. 

 Rotate your workpiece backwards by 
hand to make sure it clears the toolrest 
and bed before turning the lathe on.  

 Stay clear of the areas directly behind 
and in front of the workpiece, they are 
the most likely areas for a piece to trav-
el as it comes off the lathe. A good safe-
ty habit is to step out of this zone when 
turning on the lathe, keeping your hand 
on the switch in case you need to turn 
the machine off. When observing some-
one else turn, stay out of these zones. 

 Always check the speed of the lathe be-
fore turning it on. Use slower speeds 
for larger diameters or rough pieces 
and higher speeds for smaller diame-
ters and pieces that are balanced. Al-
ways start a piece at a slower speed un-
til the workpiece is balanced. If the 
lathe is shaking or vibrating, lower the 
speed. If the workpiece vibrates, always 
stop the machine to verify why. As a 
starting point, consult your operator’s 
manual for recommended speeds for a 
particular lathe. Ensure the lathe speed 

(Continued on page 26) 
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is compatible with the size of the blank. 

 Exercise extra caution when using stock 
with cracks, splits, checks, bark pockets, 
knots, irregular shapes, or protuberanc-
es. Beginners should avoid these types 
of stock until they have greater 
knowledge of working such wood. 

 Hold turning tools securely on the 
toolrest, holding the tool in a controlled 
but comfortable manner. Always con-
tact the tool rest with the tool before 
contacting the wood. 

 Note that, when running a lathe in re-
verse, it is possible for a chuck or face-
plate to unscrew unless it is securely 
tightened or locked on the lathe spin-
dle. 

 Know your capabilities and limitations. 
An experienced woodturner is capable 
of lathe speeds, techniques, and proce-
dures not recommended for beginning 
turners. 

 Always remove the tool rest before 
sanding, finishing, or polishing opera-
tions. 

 Don’t overreach, keep proper footing, 

and keep your balance at all times. 

 Keep your lathe in good repair. Check 
for damaged parts, alignment, binding 
of moving parts, and other conditions 
that may affect its operation. 

 Keep tools sharp and clean for better 
and safer performance. Don’t force a 
dull tool. Don’t use a tool for a purpose 
for which it was not designed or intend-
ed. 

 Consider your work environment. Don’t 
use a lathe in damp or wet locations. 
Do not use in presence of flammable 
liquids or gases, and always keep a fully
-charged fire extinguisher close at 
hand. Keep your work area well lit. 

 Stay alert. Watch what you are doing. 
Pay close attention to unusual sounds 
or vibrations. Stop the lathe to investi-
gate the cause. Don’t operate machines 
when you are tired or under the influ-
ence of drugs or alcohol. 

 Guard against electric shock. Inspect 
electric cords for damage. Avoid the 
use of extension cords. 

 Never leave the lathe running un-
attended. Turn power off. Don’t leave 

(Continued from page 25) 
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Date Time Location Event 

2021 

Aug 26th, 2021 6:30pm ZOOM Meeting Club Meeting 
Virtual Shop Tours & Tips 

Aug 30th, 2021 7:00pm ZOOM Meeting Tech Talk 

Sep 23rd, 2021 6:30pm ZOOM Meeting Club Meeting 
Main Speaker – Roberto Ferrer – “Wall Sculptures Made Easy” 

Sep 27th, 2021 7:00pm ZOOM Meeting Tech Talk 

Oct 9th, 2021 TBA ZOOM Meeting Saturday Demo 
Glen Lucas 

Oct 28th, 2021 6:00pm ZOOM Meeting Club Meeting 
Main Speaker – Harvey Meyer – “Basket Weave Illusion” 

Nov 1st, 2021 7:00pm ZOOM Meeting Tech Talk 

Nov 13th, 2021 11:00am ZOOM Meeting Saturday Demo 
John Jordan – Topic TBA 

Nov 25th, 2021 6:30pm ZOOM Meeting Club Meeting 
Main Speaker - Michael Hosaluk – “End Grain Hollowing” 

Nov 27th, 2021 7:00pm ZOOM Meeting Tech Talk 

2022 

Jan 27th, 2022 7:00pm ZOOM Meeting 

Club Meeting 
Main Speaker – Ed Pretty – “Something Amazing” 
Note: It is possible this meeting may take place at Sapperton 
Pensioner’s Hall. 

Jan 31st, 2022 7:00pm ZOOM Meeting Tech Talk 

Feb 12th, 2022 11:00am ZOOM Meeting Saturday Demo 
Donna Zils Banfield – “Illusions in Wood” 

  Denotes guest speakers. 

http://www.ferrerstudioart.com/
http://www.harveymeyer.com
file://///192.168.0.191/Public/GVWG/Newsletter/2021%20GVWG%20News%20Letters/michaelhosaluk.com
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